Transcendent Path Training
for Life Coaches, Teachers, Counselors, Parents, Managers
Anke Buffalo Feather Otto-Wolf
Founder & Shamanic Life Coach - Sedona Soul Balance
Three-Day Transcendent Path Life Coach Training, a one-on-one LIVE, hands-on
transformational training in Sedona for Coaches who seek to combine their standard life
coaching tools with the metaphysical, spiritual and transcendent power of healing mind, soul
and body for a balanced, purposeful Life.

Day 1 – How to assess a Client. Assessing the client’s practical, functional, and essential
skills of everyday life in order to find a purposeful path to convey knowledge and solutions;
skills are about knowing the right questions to ask and having the right tools and techniques
to empower client’s mind, soul an body.

Day 2 – How to communicate and implement Truth & Clarity in Client’s psyche
Traits of a successful Life Coach are being a superb listener and having the gift to unearth
the answers within the client by using powerful coaching tools, and allowing the client’s own
inner wisdom of truth and clarity to find the right solution and answers.

Day 3 – How Client arrives at divine Destination and Purpose in Life. This
perspective generates energy adjustment, opens soul space to create and heal, sets
emotions in a positive state, and minds clear. It opens attitudes towards “greater
awareness”, clears the way for deep authentic truth, conscious living and life’s purpose.

This Spiritual Path Life Coach Training is a spiritual refresher course for Life
Coaches, Teachers, Counselors, Managers, and for those who want to start a career
as a Life Coach exploring their true calling.
Course Fees 3-Day Spiritual Path Life Coach Training $597

Anke Buffalo Feather Otto-Wolf, Educator, award-winning Author, Motivational Speaker; Jack
Canfield trained Trainer/Life Coach.

She has also trained with international experts and spiritual growth
teachers like Michael Beckwith, Hal Dwoskin of Sedona Method, Rod Bear Cloud of Sedona, and many
others. For 25 years she has been practicing and teaching the subject in the community, internationally
and on-line.

